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Agenda
• Infrastructure and the economy - different forms and extents; major functions

• Transport infrastructure and urban change - agglomeration issues; from Eddington 
to Graham and Gibbons (2019)

• Future considerations – Net Zero Carbon and the ‘Smart’ future



About Us

• The aim of the Productivity Insights Network+ is to rethink the productivity issues 
facing the UK and develop new insights through a place-based lens

• The partners and network members pursue multi-methodology and multi-
disciplinary research to challenge conventional thinking about productivity

• The Productivity Insights Network+ builds, engages with, and leverages a nationwide 
network of academics, businesses, policy makers, think tanks and professional 
practice

• .



Today’s scope

• Discuss some of the key areas of contention in the literature about transport and the 
economy, productivity etc

• Review of key trends challenges for infrastructure policy

• …not a critique of current infrastructure policy, prioritisation, appraisal etc (although 
we may come to these in Q&A!)

• .



Infrastructure and the economy



Infrastructure and the economy
• Binary supply – water, drainage and electricity

• Levels of service – transport, digital

• Focus today is on the physical (hard) systems that enable firms and workers to link 
together to develop products and innovate etc

• Infrastructure is important in that the economy operates in space and time, not on 
the head of a pin



Relationships between infrastructure and growth
• Often a positive relationship observed, though … 

• Wide variations in terms of effects reported
• Aschauer’s (1989) optimism, to more circumspect analyses more recently
• Duranton and Turner (2012) – “a 10% increase in a city’s initial stock of highways 

causes about a 1.5% increase in its employment over this 20 year period”
• Crescenzi and Rodríguez-Pose (2017) – EU study across 11 countries,  1990-2004 –

weak link between infrastructure endowment and economic growth (endowments 
proxied by kilometres of motorway)

• Given the above, coupled with the findings of other meta studies (Melo et al., 2013; 
Holmgrem and Merkel, 2017), infrastructure may be regarded as a necessary but not 
sufficient factor for economic growth and development



Agendas

• Perceived urgency for investment:
• UK ranked 27th in 2016 for “quality of infrastructure” (World Economic Forum)
• Javid’s promises of an “infrastructure revolution” (2019 spending review)
• Persistent north vs south questions in England (IPPR North, 2019)
• Infrastructure, particularly transport, features prominently in a number of city, 

growth and devolution deals across the UK

• Institutional arrangements:
• National Infrastructure Commission and Infrastructure Commission for 

Scotland established



Ongoing debates and contentions

Sources: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/nov/04/major-infrastructural-projects-hs2-
heathrow-third-runway-stall-amid-brexit-uncertainty; https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-
48668001

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/nov/04/major-infrastructural-projects-hs2-heathrow-third-runway-stall-amid-brexit-uncertainty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-48668001


Transport infrastructure and 
urban change



Transport and urban economic growth

Transport Transport

User benefits
Wider economic 
benefits/impacts 

(WEBs/WEIs)

Issues:
- Mechanisms
- Additionality
- Contextsss



User benefits
• Travel time savings

• If roads and public transport networks are congested, that places a cost on firms and 
workers who use them

• … but what are we missing from this view?

• …“… over the past 15 years there has been greater interest in the potential for 
transport to generate ‘wider benefits’ that go beyond these travel times savings, by 
effectively bringing people and businesses closer together to form big agglomerations 
of economic activity” (Gibbons et al., 2017)



3 mechanisms for WEIs (Laird & Venables, 2017)
• Effective density/agglomeration

• Investment

• Labour supply and demand



Agglomeration
• Productivity benefits deriving from the greater scale or density of economic activity

“The general consensus in the literature is that agglomeration
economies exist and that they induce higher productivity for firms and
workers (Graham and Gibbons, 2019)”

• Workers and firms can “share”, “match” and “learn” more effectively (Duranton and 
Puga, 2004)

• Doubling employment density leads to a productivity uplift of 3-8% (common range 
across a number of studies)

• Has supported a policy narrative about the importance and promise of cities



Transport for agglomeration
• Improved accessibility supports greater density or scale that are key to 

agglomeration

• Core argument for infrastructure to address and mitigate “diseconomies of scale”



Agglomeration conundrums

• Which agglomeration source or mechanism is in effect? Is it sharing, matching or 
learning that is most supporting productivity, and how does transport support this?

• Direction of causality; density to productivity or productivity to density (sorting)?

• Varied sectoral and functional sensitivities

• Impacts of different modes; public transit key for urban agglomerations (Melo and 
Graham, 2018)

• Size/level thresholds?



Investment
• Improved attractiveness of a place can encourage investment (goes beyond a 

spatial reshuffling of the existing workers and firms)

• “Unlocking investment” narrative

• Laird and Venables (2017) set out a hypothetical example: 
“A transport improvement increases spending in a place, as visits respond to 
lower travel costs. Increased spending raises profitability of shops and hence the 
landlord is able to charge higher rents. This makes it profitable to develop more 
space, redeveloping the site – by extension, or perhaps by building taller. This 
expansion creates more floor space and hence the entry of more shops”



Additionality and displacement

• Key point in the TIEP report: Local imperative versus national considerations 
• Do transport investments just shift activities around? Is there net gain to a 

nation?

• Non-tradable sector – selling goods and services within an area; likely 
displacement

• Tradable sector – selling goods and services outwith an area; potential 
additionality through new firms investing or existing firms being able to export 
(given improved conditions)



Different contexts

• Areas that are growing? Eddington’s core finding and suggestion

• Spurring slow growing places? … 
“while infrastructure investment may be vitally important for growing cities, its role in 
stimulating growth is not as clear-cut as assumed by many decision makers” (WWCLEG, 
2015)

• Context matters therefore: 
“beneficial impacts of transport infrastructure investment in one location cannot simply 
be transferred to imply they will have similar impacts anywhere else” Vickerman (2017).



Lacking the ex-post story

• WWCLEG review

• Adequate counterfactuals; how do we know that it was the impact of the 
infrastructure investment that produced change?

• Duranton (2014): need to “… devote relatively more resources to ex post evaluations. 
In the long run, the benefits of better ex post evaluations certainly outweigh at the 
margin those of a more comprehensive LUTI model today.”

• “… good ex post evaluations will help future ex ante evaluations. Although we cannot 
expect to get things exactly right today, good ex post evaluations will improve future 
decisions.”



• There is no automatic link between transport investment and economic growth;
• Context and existing growth trajectories matter

• Effective, transport investments are typically coupled with other policies that 
support/accommodate growth

• Transport investment more often moves growth around

• This said, there is more evidence that poor transport provision may act as a 
constraint to growth (Eddington’s key point)

Summary 1 - Transport and economic growth



• “ …much more empirical work remains to be done on 
understanding the impact of infrastructure improvements on 
local economic growth. Theoretical analysis certainly urges 
caution in assuming that infrastructure investment can 
stimulate growth in poorly performing areas. In short, while 
infrastructure investment may be vitally important for
growing cities, its role in stimulating growth is not as clear-cut 
as assumed by many decision makers.” (WWCLEG, 2015)



• Practical and technical conundrums 
• We know there is more to transport investments than time savings of users, 

yet to what extent we can claim or predict wider impacts remains open to 
conjecture (DfT’s ‘established’, ‘evolving’ and ‘indicative’ benefits; STAG 
guidance acknowledges this)

• How do we get the balance right? Levels and types

• There is some evidence to suggest that more, smaller urban schemes would 
make a better contribution to growth than fewer larger national ones

Summary 2 - Transport and economic growth



Future considerations



Net Zero Carbon and the ‘smart’ future



Net Zero Carbon and the ‘smart’ future



He thinks he can solve the problem…

“… if cars could drive themselves, there would be 
no need for most people to own them. A fleet of 
vehicles could operate as a personalized public-
transportation system, picking people up and 
dropping them off independently, waiting at 
parking lots between calls…

Streets would clear, highways shrink, parking lots 
turn to parkland.



Reality check



‘Turn the freeways into parkland’

Change in Fleet Scenario Car Kms (Millions) % of Baseline

0% self driving cars Baseline 1.04

100% shared self-driverless 
fleet

With ride sharing and high 
capacity public transport

1.13 109%

Vehicle but not ride sharing no 
high capacity public transport

2.11 203%

50% private car use for 
motorised trips

With ride sharing and high 
capacity public transport

1.35 136%

Vehicle but not ride sharing no 
high capacity public transport

2.04 197%





Net Zero Carbon and the ‘smart’ future
• 98% of the energy used in the transport sector in 2019 is from fossil fuels

• No net reduction in carbon emissions from transport in 20 years (versus a c40% 
reduction across all sectors)

• Lifetime carbon emissions of an EV are (only) about half an ICE car

• NZC will require substantial reductions in the vehicle fleet (30-50%?) and much greater 
use of (regulated) shared vehicles (see Commission on Travel Demand)



Key question…

What kind of infrastructure do we need (to maximise 
productivity) in a Net Zero Carbon Future? 



The ‘tech bro’ solution…



Does digital and ‘smart mobility’ help?



Does digital and ‘smart mobility’ help?



Does digital and ‘smart mobility’ help?



Does digital and ‘smart mobility’ help?



Does digital and ‘smart mobility’ help?



Some current research challenges

• Postwar infrastructure investment (transport, housing, retail, leisure etc) has enabled 
us to travel further to do the same things. How do we reverse this given the physical 
building stock changes c1% pa?

• The falling value of time (due to digital connectivity) is based on assumptions about 
time on the move no longer being ‘lost’ so much. How do the characteristics of NZC 
future change this and what are the implications for productivity?

• We’ve spent the last 60+ years building more and better roads because we ‘needed’ 
them despite the evidence for this being weak. Are we doing the same with digital? 
What speeds are actually needed for productivity and GVA growth?



Some current research challenges

• How do we do project appraisal and finance in an environment where the long term 
requirements for infrastructure are so uncertain?

• How do we (finally) open up a conversation about who pays for transport infrastructure 
given the move away from fossil fuels and the tax base that depends on them?



Q&A



Provocations

• Which infrastructure projects have actually changed the Scottish or UK economies 
for the better?

• What is the relationship between the SG’s spending profile and the known impacts 
of different kinds of infrastructure?

• What level of digital connectivity does Scotland actually need for productivity 
growth and economic development in a Net Zero future?

• Does our structure of governance privilege the provision of some kinds of 
infrastructure over others and (how) does this need to change?



Provocations

• What does ‘competitiveness’ look like over the next 20 years?

• Does Scotland need a ‘big’ city and if so, is it time to revisit the Glasgow-Edinburgh 
collaboration idea?



Q&A




